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Provisional agenda item 7

The Independent Chairman presents for the consideration of the
Jolnt coordinating committee, at its second bession, the report of
the Ecologi-car Paner. This report was reviewed by the steering
Committee and transmitted by its Chairman with the followlng comments:

"This report raises the probrem of duprication between certain
functions of the Ecological paner and those of the scientific
and Technical Advisory Committee (STAC).

The steering committee, after reviewing the report, recommended
that the Panel meet with sTAC at the time of the ratter's third
meeting scheduled to take place from 2-4 March I9Z6."
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REPORT OF THE THIRD MEETING

ECOLOGICAL PANEL

ONCHOCERCIASIS CONTROL PROGRA}'IME

Paris. 28 August 1975

Opening of the Meeting

The meeting tras opened by its Convenor, Dr James
Ehe Comnittee and noted with regret the absence of Dr
(FAO). Dr Lee reviewed briefly the events which had
meeting of the Panel in June 1974, including a visit
several of the Panel members.

Adoption of Agenda

A. Lee, IBRD, who welcomed members of
B. Worthington (UNEP) and Dr R. Smith
taken place since the last full

Eo the OCP area in April, 1975, by

the agenda, Dr P. Janssens, Chairman of
of EP/STAC relationships. He pointed out
and problems could arise. The Convenor

considered by the Panel and reported upon

The agenda offered by the Convenor was adopted without modification (see Annex I).

EPlOCP-STAC/OCP Relationship s

Preliminary to considering the first item on
STAC, requested the Panel to consider the matter
that areas of conrnittee overlapping were emerging
suggested Ehis matter be added to the agenda and

under a separate heading (see page 6).

Further, the Panel noted r^rith interest and approval the observations of SIAC on the
general subject of Environmental Protection in its Report of the Second Meeting, 3-5 June,
L975.

Review of Operations

The Panel was brought up to date on the activities of the Prograrmne from the start of
spraying operations during the first week of December 1974 through the end of July 1975.
Ihe following points were reviewed.

(a) Aircraft

Ihe one helicopter was damaged on 27 December and was out of action for several weeks.
fhe Turbo Porter l-ikewise crashed in the Black Volta on 5 Januaty L975, so no spraying took
place from then unEil 11 February, by which time two helicopters were functional. A third
helicopter took the place temporarily of the fixed-wing plane until a replacement arrived in
April. Currently, three helicopters and one fixed-I{ring aircraft are oPerational and on

contracE. A fourth standby helicopter is in the Prograrme area available to the Programme

if required on charEer.

(b) Spraying OPerations

By the end of July, twenty-five circuits of spraying had been undertaken. During the dry
season the results were satisfactory to the extent that in cerLain areas insecticide dosing was

interrupted for several weeks, e.g., part of the Black Vo1ta. With the advance northward
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of the inter-tropical front, there l^7as an increase in the number of adult S. damnosum 1n
andicertpin areas. Ihese r^rere thought to have migrated in from outside the control area

examf.nation of the breeding sites was intensified to ensure that control measures were
adeqirate. During July the numbers of adult S. damnosum rose and the area of invasion spkead
consfi"derably. Despite increased surveillance (116.7 hours helicopter used for this purppBe
alonp in July) and careful planning of insecticide application high fly counts persisted
with relatively large numbers of infective flies. The number of infective stage O. vollrulus
(up Eo six) in the Simulium adults is more typical of forest sit.uations than savan"., Vet
such infective flies were found deep in Ehe Phase I area. Some breakthroughs were reporfcd
in tfre larviciding but insufficient in most cases to account for the large number of flieN
caugfrt.

(c ) Larvicides

The Procida formulation of Abate is the sole insecticide proven as suitable to the
Progtanune. There is only one supplier and Procida has been formulating limited amounts
which have to be airfreighted each month to the Programme area. The urgent need is for ln
altefnative larvicide and tests r47ith chlorophoxi* (OuS 1197) are to be undertaken this ye4r.
This is equally effective to Abate against Simulium larvae and the expanded field tests wlll
clar[fy its effect on non-target organisms. An encapsulated formulation of Methyl Dursb4n
will also be tested. Meantime, Abate will continue to be used through 1975 and probably
the [eginning of L976.

(d) Conrnunications

The situation in the Prograrmne area has been greatly eased with the completion of the
radiQ-conrnunications system. Ihis enables al1 information to be relayed back to the
operftions headquarters without delay, this being particularly important regarding riveri4e
discf,arge for calculation of quantities of insecticides at each point. The Bouake group can
obtafn information readily either by relaying messages through the sub-sector headquartersl
at KSrhogo or by telex direct with Ouagadougou.

(e) Environmental l"lonitoring

Ihe Protocol for Aquatic Monitoring was revi-sed at a meeting of the Working Group helrd
in Orlagadougou on 24 and 25 June 1975. The draft Protocol was circulated at the meeting 6or
conrn+nt. The finalized document will be sent to all members of the Ecological panel wherl
compfeted.

The regular monitoring prograrune is being undertaken by the ORSTOM Hydrobiological
Group in Ivory Coast and Upper Volta and the Institute of Aquatic Biology in Ghana and the
first results had been reviewed by an Adviser from Ehe University of Salford, IIK.

( f) Reconrnendations

Insofar as any other insecticide than Abatewill have a different impact on the non-targelt
orgailisms, the Ecological Panel recommends that it be kept informed of the outcome of the
field tests l^7ith new larvicides and its opinion sought r,lhen and if change is considered.

Review of Protocol-Aquatic Monitoring

The Panel is of the opinion that the control operations group has done an excellent
job {n updating the monitoring protocol to adapt it to actual field conditions.
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Ihe following conunents, however, appear to the Panel to be in order:

Monitoring Sites:

One or two sites on untreated river systems should be monitored for direct
comparison rriEh treated sites.

Blological Sampling:

1 (a) Drift Ners:

Sampling procedures will have Eo be adapted for low
nets may be only partially submerged).

Hourly sampling for complete 24-hour diurnal cycles
times per year at selected sites to show basic variations
support the selection of routine sampling periods.

I (b) Artificial Substrates

AIso, bottom samples should
the great seasonal variations in

2. Fish

It would be important to evaluate other types of substrata in addition to
laterite rocksr - e.g., standardized synthetic blocks or strips.

1 (c) Surber Samplers:

Consideration should be given to the use of modified Surber samplers (e.g., a
circular, square-foot sampler).

water condiEions (e.g. drift

should be done at least four
in circadian rhythms and

be coLl-ected at least four times per year because of
the benthic fauna.

The data indicate that condi-tion
length). This is important, and the
Annex to the Protocol.

factors will be calculated
formula to be used should

(not just weight and
be included in the

It is strongly recormnended that fish stomach analyses be made to determine the
relative number and types of aquatic organisms being ingested. Fish are excellent
samplers of the aquatic fauna.

3. Phytoplankton

Consideration should be given to the use of artificial substrates for collecting
samples of phytoplankton.

Chemical sampling

1. Water Samples

Ihe seri-es of chemical water samples should be carried out at the selected sites
four times per year in order to obtain a picture of seasonal variations in the
dispersal Pattern of the insecticlde, (e.g., peak of dry, peak of wet, beginning dry, and
beginning of wet seasons).
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A standard system for collecting the monthly water samples should be developed
in order to provide an index for comparisons from time to time and place to place.

2. I"lud Samples

The mud sample sites should certainly include river deltas of Volta Lake (e.g., the
delta of the Black Volta).

Research

Studies should be made of specific factors which may influence the impact of
treatment upon the aquatic organism (e.g., turbidity) and sophisticated equipment
now available for such studies should be put into use.

The above suggestions are submitted to the Working Group of the Monitoring Protocol
with full recognition that some of them may not be practicable or acceptable for inclusidn
in lhe protocol for various reasons. The Panel feels, however, that it is important to
knot that they were discussed because of their implications in the overall evaluation of
ecol]ogical impacts. Ihe Working Group should, therefore, feel free to accept or reject
the{ as they see fit.

Appllication of Ne#

The Panel was informed that attempts have been made to ascertain the availability of
modqrn equipment for in situ remote or fixed recording of hydrological conditions. It ls
highly desirable that such equipment be tested in the field for both operational and resQarch
actilvities. As the total discharge of water in the stream systems is of major importan4e
for determining the amount of insecticide Eo be employed, and as the stream levels are krl,own

to {luctuate drastically during short periods, every effort should be made to provide the
mos0 reliable and rapid recording devices available. In addition to operational use, s4ch
equ{pment would be of considerable research value to the ecological monitoring groups in
det{rmining seasonal variations in stream physical and chemical characteristics. Ihe P4ne1

recQrmnends that WHO follow up the initial contacts made by the Panel on the offer made by
NASA (USA) to assist in this effort, and a dialogue has begun to define the specificatiots
of 4vailable equipment and/or modifications that may be required.

Dat4 CollecLion, @#

Since the last meeting of the Ecological Panel and the visit of the sub-group (Febrqary-
Mar4h 1975) to the Progranrne area, a complete computerized data recording system has bee4
est{blished by gCP. A basic cadastral system will be used to link data sets (entomologlcal
evatuation of blackflies - adult and larval; epidemiological; insecticiding activitiesl
and environmental monitoring) in time and space.

A11 data are being recorded on precoded forms for transferral to WHO headquarters,
GenEva, for storage on tape. A11 environmental monitoring grouPs (Ghana, Ivory Coast, 4nd
Upper Volta) are using the same forms Eo enhance coordination and for ease in analysis.

The form of data storage will allow monthly, seasonal, or semi-annual comparisons, a.g

well as production of computer maps and graphic display, as desired, as well as statisti4al
analyses between and among seasons.

The Ecological Panel recommends that this data base and computing activity be linked
as goon as possible with activities of other groups including socio-economic development
of the area in prograrunes that are being conducted or planned by the Governments, IINDP, fAO,

World Bank, etc. It was noted that the economic survey team would be reporting directly to
the Bank, and it was indicated that in the very near future, perhaps at the STAC meeting,
the Bank should be requested to coordinate their activities in data processing with WHO

as Soon as possible, to determine how best compatible computer Programnes could be used.
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The Panel commends WHO for its prompt response to the Panelrs recommendations on this
subject and the excellent progress which has been made in developing such an effective
records system in such a relatively short period of time.

Repopulation and Development Programmes

The Panel calls the attention of the Steering Conmittee to its conrnents and recortrnen-
dations appearing on pages 2-3 of its 24-25 June 1974 report to the Steering Committee.

r Those corunent.s and reconunendations, especially as regards sections 31 4, and 5, are st.ill
very applicable. The Panel sti1l does not receive briefs and/or reports of activities
dealing with settlement and development planning in several of the host countries where the

'r Panel knows such activities have already begun. Further, the Panel would hope the
Steering Comnittee could consult with the Chairman, Economic Development Advisory Panel (EDAP)

to ascertain how best EDAP could cooperate with the Ecological Panel. Ihe Steering CorEnittee
may wish to have someone from EDAP serve also as a member of the Ecological Panel to effect
a working liaison.

The Ecological Panel hopes to be carrying out the human settlement and land use aspects
of its Terms of Reference during a proposed trip to the controL zone later this year.
Ihough it is difficult to be specific prior to that time and unwise to make reconunendations,
a few general statements are presently seen as applicable. Since the general purpose of the
OCP is to make certain river basins more habitable for settlers, the human setElement
and land use impacts on the environment and, specifically, on disease control need to receive
more attention.

Presumably, farmers are already moving into OCP zones. Iheir experiences in these
zones over the next five years are going to be critical in terms of the future of the OCP.

Ihe best r.7ay to build adequate behaviour science into the moniEoring prograrrme, for the
moment, is through the two sociologists attached to the epidemiological section. Initially,
they should play a determining role (1) in sample selection, making sure that sampling pays

ProPer attention to:

(a) eEhnic variation (including ri/ater access by age, sex, and occupational categories,
and symbolic systems - especially beliefs relating to disease and disease
treatment ) ;

(b) population density and distribution (including, of course different settlement
types ) ;

(c) land and r^rater use systems (including locale of fields, types of land clearance
and so on),

and (2) the questionnaire formulation.

The role of the sociologists, however, must not be merely as appendages to Ehe medical
personnel. Rather, they must have the freedom of action to play a major part in OCP

planning and evaluation and, to support their position they need ouEside advice and backing
as with the other specialists. Ihis support, under Present organization, need come from
the Ecological Panel granted its Terms of Reference as they relate to land settlement and land
and water use systems.

The sociologists need also to look into population flux within and without OCP areas.
And, they need to assess settler response to the OCP and the results of OCP activities.
Above all, they need the flexibility and independence to study topics of significance as

they come up. Ihe Panel sees the OCP as dealing vrith dynamic and complex ecosystems; hence,
the frames of reference and models must also be dynamic.
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Ehe sociologists must be computerized in the s4e

Ecologically, land use patterns need to be related to river flows and to silt loads
(esppcially during the rains) for these are seen as very important to the long-term succefj
of ttre OCP.

Futufe Role and Activities of Ecological Panel

The question arose as to the respective role and responsibilities of the Ecological
Panef and the Scientific and Technical Advisory Committee. The Chairman of STAC,
Dr P1 Janssens, pointed out. that the Terms of Reference for STAC were still not clear,
wherf those governing the Ecological Panel had been prepared :.t 1972, h,ere quite clear an{
defi{ritive, and had been stricly adhered to by the Panel since their adoption by the l

Steefing Committee in 1973. Dr Janssens further pointed out that with the adoption of t$e
word rrscientificrr in the title of STAC, that Committee enlarged the scope of its interests
and {ctivities. As a result, it is seen as overlapping with the Ecological panel thereb}
preslnting problems of both a substantive and administrative nature to both committees.
Additionally, Dr Janssens pointed out that STAC reports to the Joint Coordinating Committ(e
throrfgh WHO, while the Ecological Panel has reported directly to the Steering Committee.

rn considering this matter, the Ecological Panel considered two options:

(a) The Ecological Panel would continue to pursue its activities under its
Terms of Reference; namely, the emphasis of its concern and responsibility
would be in the area of aquatic moni-toring and the human ecologic implications
of the resettlement and development prograrnmes envisaged for the onchocerciasid-
freed riverine lands. In this respect, the STAC would exclude these elements I

from its Terms of Reference. Further, the Ecological Panel would continue, asl
in the Past, to be principally concerned with evaluating the environmental l

and human ecological elements of the OnchocercGsis Conirol Progranrne, as
contrasted with the STACTs interest in the broad spectrum of scientific and
technical inputs into the Programme.

(b) The Ecological Panel having functioned under its Terms of Reference during the
initial years of the OCP, could be phased out and its role and functions, inclulddng
the socioeconomic, subsumed under the STAC. Should this option be agreed upor!,
the Panel would cease as of the beginning of calendar year L976, and its materiEls
turned over to the Chairman of STAC.

Recortnenda t ions

-+-- The Panel recommends the adoption of option (a) and requests that the Steering Conrnit6ee
infofm the JCC to this effect, and that the JCC notify the Chairman of SIAC to amend its
Termg of Reference to reflect this delineation of the role and activities of the two
conun{ttees.

The Panel further recommends that the Steering Committee effectuate a closer exchanger
of i4formation between the two corffnittees, and that the Chairmen of these two cornmittees
cooP4rate to ensure a harmonious blending of their respective activities.
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Second Visit of Panel to Control Area

The Panel considered favourably a visit by certain of its members to the OCP area in
November to observe conditions surrounding the future development of the respective vector-
free zones.

In making this visit the Panel wishes to call the Steering Committeets attention Eo

its recorrmendations as se! forth in para. 5 of its June 1974 Report to the Steering Conrmittee,

and reiterated again in this rePort (see page 6)'

It wishes to stress to the SteeringCourmittee that develoPment planning activities to be

carried out in the OCp area by the IBRD, UNDP, FAO and the resPective naEional Sovernments,
should be conducted in cooperaEion with the Ecological Panel to ensure consideration of
their human ecologic implications.

Ihe panel recorunends rhat the Steering Conmittee give serious consideration to its
suggestion made elsewhere in this Report, that the Economic Development Advisory Panel

be represented on the Ecological Panel so as to ensure close cooPeration and liaison in
this respect.

IBRD
9 September L975
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ECOLOGICAL PANEL TO ONCHOCERCIASIS coNTRoL PRoGRAII,IME

Meeting

28 August 1975 - Paris

AGENDA

Consideration of agenda - Introduction and Announcements

Dr J. A. Lee
World Bank Group

Review of Operational Activities Environmental Monitoring, etc.
Dr A. Arata
I^Ior1d Health Organization

Di scussion

Panel Members

Consideration of Report of On-Site Visit OCp Area

Dr A. Hess
World Health Organization

Dr B. WorEhington
UNEP

Dr A. Arata
World Health Organization

Panel Ivlembers

Plans for Second On-Site Visit to OCP Area

Dr T. Scudder
UNDP

Dr P. Janssens
llorld Health Organization

Dr J. A. Lee
World Bank Group

Consideration of EP Future Activities and Outline of Report to
Steering Conunittee

Panel Members

Luncheon

Drafting Report

Panel Members

Review of Draft Report

Panel Members
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Annex I

1700

1800

Other Business

PaneL Members

Adjourn

(Social Hour)




